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Request Desk/Exam Copy. Little Dreamers: Visionary Women Around the World, by Vashti Harrison. Buy Now. Featuring the true stories of 35 women creators, ranging from writers to inventors, artists to scientists, Little Dreamers: Visionary Women Around the World inspires as it educates. Readers will meet trailblazing women like Mary Blair, an American modernist painter who had a major influence on how color was used in early animated films, actor/inventor Hedy Lamarr, environmental activist Wangari Maathai, architect Zaha Hadid, filmmaker Maya Deren, and physicist Chien-Shiung Wu. Some names are known, some are not, but all of the women had a lasting effect on the fields they worked in. The Little Dreamers are here to guide you on this journey around the world, through space and time. Let them inspire your future! EDUCATIONAL PHILOANTHROPIST. Her talents took her outside of the film world as well: She penned two books on fashion and costume in Hollywood and designed uniforms for women in the US Coast Guard, leaving her mark on history beyond the silver screen. Art collector, philanthropist. USA, Italy. Probably a good book but I didn't recognize any of the women leaders in this book except for a few. Would have been helpful if they posted the name of the leaders before purchasing so I didn't have to go through the return process. Going to return and order Herstory which is also about women leaders but more of the well known ones discussed in school and it shows pics of the actual women. Images in this review. 5 people found this helpful. I love learning about such amazing women I wasn't previously aware of, and the artwork is simply lovely. Such an uplifting read. I love sharing these books with the women and kids in my life. Read more. 8 people found this helpful. Loving this book - Little Dreamers: Visionary Women Around the World. We created a free literacy collection to help you practice Close Reading skills with your students using this book. We believe that Little Dreamers is a perfect book to help you develop Close Reading skills. The passages are rich with new vocabulary and unique stories that most children will not have heard. Because of the variety of pages we have created, our plan is not for you to work through every page with your class. Instead, it is important for you to choose the pages that will fit needs of your classroom. It might be helpful to begin by choosing your goal for the reading of passages from the book and then choose the page or pages that will help you meet that goal. Summary Writing.